8th May, 2013

Dear Year 12 student,

In anticipation of the end of year School magazine, please find:

1. One prep picture (as soon as possible). Make sure it has your name on the back so it can be returned. This can be one that you bring in - give to Rosalie or the Main Office to get to Heather to scan – or an electronic copy, but if you go with an electronic copy please email to newsletter@meics.vic.edu.au – it must be at least 800kb in size. Anything smaller gets lost in definition – what is ok for the screen is not ok for printing.

2. One statement. In the past we have done reflections of your time here but this year we suggest that you complete a sentence using one of 5 or more leading statements like -

My favourite subject at MECS was ..... because.....
My favourite camp was..... because......
My favourite excursion was..... because......
My favourite teacher was..... because......
My most embarrassing moment was.....
My happiest memory was.....
The best thing about going to MECS was.....

Deadline for all items to Rosalie by 8th August

Maximum – 100 words depending on the size of your quote – see next. You just need to pick one statement! This is due August 8.

3. Then a favourite quote or bible verse, max thirty words including who/where the quote is from.

The idea is you have a max of 130 words – can have more in one bit and less in the other if you prefer – like a longer quote and a shorter comment. But Heather will cut it down after 130 words to make it fit in the space available.

4. Any student willing to write a reflection on a favourite Year 12 subject, please see me urgently. If I don’t get volunteers by the end of next week I will allocate students to take on this task. This is due August 8, but it would be good to get a head start so we are not nagging you all just before the deadline.

5. Finally we need some Year 12 student work to fill most of a page – can be part of an essay, a poem, perhaps some digitally forwarded artwork.

Regards,

Sharon Payze
Year 12 Coordinator.